
CREATIVE PORTFOLIO IDEAS WRITING A BOOK

Feb 11, Explore longwell14's board "Portfolio Book", followed by people The following graphic design portfolios and work
samples are all excellent.

Since printed portfolios are physical objects, they offer an advantage over digital portfolios by stimulating the
sense of touch. Since the CD and portfolio are designed to bundle together, it means that one is never far from
the other. They became so common and so run-of-the-mill that creatives just stopped using them. Unlike
online portfolios, physical portfolios cannot be clicked away. In order to maximize your odds of standing out
from your peers, you need an impressive digital portfolio that can highlight your skills and accomplishments.
Shares Buy Now Creating stunning graphic design portfolios is a task open to interpretation. And her
impressive portfolio site marshals all this diverse work with simplicity and elegance. Dennis Fuentes Dennis
Fuentes sent out his portfolios in custom fabric envelopes As well as wanting a portfolio to show off his work
in a unique, Dennis Fuentes also wanted something that would display his attitude of patience, dedication and
craftsmanship when tackling projects. These print portfolios show work, design commitment, and serious
creativity. The only way for clients to get rid of a physical portfolio is to throw it away; to many people, that
can seem like a waste. The best way of doing this is by presenting the unexpected and doing something
different. The artists who created them went above and beyond to show the world not only their ability to
design, but also their ability to think outside the box. After printing out a series of booklets that displayed his
work, he gathered them together and bound them himself. There's an all-important third part, too  Printed on
three different paper stocks, the book is made up of three parts. Peter Komierowski There are acres of white
space in this restrained layout Image credit: Peter Komierowski Peter Komierowski is a visual designer
working in Vancouver, British Columbia who specialises in illustration, branding and identity design, and
interface design. Her site scores highly on both, with a great use of colour, delightfully smooth scrolling and a
snazzy eye motif. Heather Shaw Heather Shaw marshals her work with simplicity and elegance Image credit:
Heather Shaw With almost 20 years' experience in design, Heather Shaw designs brochures, menus, business
cards, books, annual reports, Powerpoint and Keynote presentations, responsive websites, applicationsâ€¦
anything her clients need, in short. Examples of Your Work. Meanwhile, the big, bold typography and simple
but effective design make it all very easy to navigate. Her mail-out is designed to grab potential employers'
attention from the start Her deluxe mailer consisted of a page printed portfolio in a tabloid format, along with
self-branded business cards and a traditionally formatted CV, all produced to a high quality that she felt was
needed to represent herself to design agencies. Are people already getting bored of seeing this presentation
format? Nathan Hinz US designer Nathan Hinz went uber-crafty on his print portfolio to create something of
standout quality. Shares Sadly, paper portfolios appear to be a bit of a rarity these days, with many design
portfolios existing online only. You can do this easily by incorporating a contact form on your site, by listing
your email address, or even asking for visitors to get in touch with you via your social media accounts.
Fuentes used iron-on transfers to customise each fabric envelope  This printed portfolio uses a layout with
stitched inserts that first presents the story behind each work, then invites the audience to look inside and see
the work for themselves. If you still need to discover your strengths and further build upon them, get started
with this skill assessment for entrepreneurs. His portfolio is split into five sections He tackled this with a
handmade self-promo mailer consisting of five machine-stitched booklets covering a different category of
work, as well as a printed resume, and then brought everything together in a custom fabric envelope, using
iron-on transfers to personalise each one with its recipient's name. Branding yourself also demonstrates to a
client that you are capable of building and maintaining a brand identity, which means you can do the same for
them. The centrepiece of Charlotte's portfolio is a page tabloid The business cards are gsm, printed on
Mohawk Superfine stock for a luxury, yet tactile finish. And what client could argue with that claim when
they have the proof right in front of them? That being said, creating a stand out portfolio is easier than you
might think. The one-page portfolio site is a tricky thing to pull off, but Kfouri succeeds well in giving his
colourful and impactful visuals â€” including single images and collages â€” room to breathe. This kind of
presentation makes sense for an architectural designer, because their clients are used to looking at blueprints,
floor plans and other large format print media. You can get started crafting that powerful bio right now with
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these helpful writing prompts from writing guru Alexandra Franzen. Don't neglect your friends, share this
right away. It can be useful to look at the graphic design portfolios created by your peers, not only to get
inspiration from their work, but also to discover the self promotion methods they've used. Inside the
newspaper is a folded CV, printed on gsm white card, while the tabloid itself is 55gsm newsprint, sized at x
mm, for a full-scale view of her selected projects. Make sure your overall portfolio design is easy to navigate
and straight-forward. As a matter of fact, investing the time to create an outstanding printed portfolio can pay
off in a big wayâ€”even if your work is strictly digital. There are many tools you can use to help generate a
high quality, creative portfolios quickly. Have any tips for creating an imaginative portfolio layout? Stephen
Jones Stephen Jones's portfolio demonstrates his print experience With a fairly common name shared with an
80s hair rocker and a British TV host, Stephen Jones needed a portfolio that would demonstrate his skills and
resonate with audiences who truly appreciate and admire something beautifully crafted. Make it easy for site
visitors to get in touch with you.


